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Abstract

Based on the Self Observation & the Previous Studies' Results & the Study of the Actual Reality of education in Egypt, it had been Appeared that there is a Shortage of the Environmental Awareness that fits the primary stage pupils, so this Study tried to Recognize the Effect of the use of Extracurricular Scientific activities Based on the Multiple Intelligences theory in the Development of Environmental Awareness that fits the primary stage pupils. To Achieve such Aim, the Next Procedures had been Done: Determine the Dimensions of Environmental Awareness, and types of Extracurricular Scientific activities, Prepare the Tools of the Study (Environmental Awareness Scale), Make the Experimental Survey and it had been Following the Experimental Approach (Design of Equal Groups, Design of Control Group With Pre-Post Measuring), as Study Tool had been Applied on the Group of the Study Before the Use of Extracurricular Scientific Activities Based on the Multiple Intelligences theory, and Use these Activities on them, Applying the Study Tool on the Group of the Study Another Time After the Use of the Activities. The Results of this Study Refers to the Effectiveness of the Use the Extracurricular Scientific Activities Based on the Theory of Multiple Intelligences in the Development of Environmental Awareness that fits the primary stage pupils. Therefore, there is a need to prepare a program in the Islamic culture based on self-regulated learning for developing some religious concepts and tourism attitudes of the students in the first stage of Faculty of Tourism and Hotels.
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